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Saxton LynchSaxton Lynch
NH Gas LicensedNH Gas Licensed
CSIA Certified Chimney SweepCSIA Certified Chimney Sweep
SupervisorSupervisor

Saxton has been serving Crown Chimney customers for over
five years. The only thing bigger than his hulking physique is his
larger-than-life commitment to promote the safety of our
customers’ homes. Saxton enjoys working with people to
identify innovative hearth solutions through any challenge and
scope of work. An ambassador of the industry, we're grateful
to have Saxton on our Crown Chimney team!

Visit our NEW Website

DID WE LIGHT YOUR FIRE?DID WE LIGHT YOUR FIRE?
We hope you will take a few
minutes to heat up Google with
a glowing Crown Chimney
review. Your business and your
opinions matter. Thanks for your
feedback!

DON'T BURN OUTDON'T BURN OUT
Postponing your flue's annual
inspection/cleaning could leave
you blowing your stack this
winter. Call us today to book your
appointment and avoid getting
stuck out in the cold. If it's easier,
click here here to email us!

CHIMNEY SWIFTSCHIMNEY SWIFTS
Learn why we can't ruffle these
feathers.

https://www.crownchimney.com/
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Taking chimney services to the next levelTaking chimney services to the next level
with education, experience, and passion.with education, experience, and passion.

Family, faith and a fiery resolve are the brick & mortar that
built the foundation of Crown Chimney. In 2003 a flicker
of an idea sparked into a flame and our business was
ignited. Founded with the goal of being NH's premier
chimney company, Crown Chimney understands the
necessity to not only offer the highest quality materials,
integrity and craftsmanship, but to also nurture a team
who would stoke the core values at the hearth of the
company. Our certified and licensed team of
professionals are ready to handle the venting of any gas,gas,
solid fuel or oilsolid fuel or oil  burning appliances. Crown Chimney offers
a complete range of services from straightforward
inspections to complex chimney rebuilds and everything
in between. Let our Crown Chimney team provide you
with unparalleled customer service and peace of mind for
all of your chimney needs.

FUN FACT!FUN FACT!

"Spazzacamini" is the Italian

word for Chimney Sweep!
Italians have gathered for
hundreds of years in Santa Maria
Maggiore to commemorate
those past and present in the
industry.
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